
Connect with your Womb Grail GateConnect with your Womb Grail Gate
Sacred SisterhoodSacred Sisterhood
Soften your HeartSoften your Heart

Find your inner strengthFind your inner strength

18th - 23th July 2024
Spiritual Journey to South of France



Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene was a sacred Priestess of ancient

Womb Rites. She was the embodied Goddess,
manifesting the Sophia Christ Codes on Earth. She  

carried sacred knowledges & rites to awaken,
cleanse and resurrect the soul. Her wisdom traces
back to the Mystery School of the Goddess Isis in

ancient Egypt.



The Mary Magdalene energy is much alive in Southern
France, not only in the heart of people but also encoded into
the land. During our journey, we will connect with the Rose

Lineage, Mary Magdalene and her teachings. We will gather
in sacred circle to awake our sacred heart and the power of

our Womb.
We will create altars and temples to honor the divine

feminine, sacred movement will be our balm and bringing
offerings to Mother Earth for healing.

We will make a “pilgrimage” to differents sacred sites as the
sacred cave of Mary Magdalene, the Throne of Isis, the

Fortress Montsegur and the magic mountain of Bugarach. 

Sacred, spiritual Journey
to South of France



Our Itinerary 

Rennes-les-bains

Mount Bugarach

Gorges de Galamus

Castle of Montségur

Rennes-le-Chateau



Content

⚚ Activation of the sacred Amrit,

the rising serpent

⚚ Mary Magdalene & Venus Activation

⚚ Sacred Heart Activation

⚚ Deep connection to Nature

⚚ Voice activation & Sound Journeys

⚚ Connection to the Nature Spirit

& Dragon Lines

⚚ Sacred Embodiment

⚚ Breath Work & Womb/Hara cleansing

⚚ Cacao Ceremony



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ Arrival at Airport / train, car rental pick up
⚚ Arrival at “Centre Harmonia”
⚚ Beginning of the Retreat at 4 pm

⚚ Alain will guide us to a sacred, hidden spot in nature to
connect to the land.

⚚ Opening Circle & Cacao Ceremony in the evening

We will prepare ourselves energetically for the upcoming
days, tuning into the land, the ancestors of the land,
open our hearts and wombs in order to receive the most
sweetest nectar of the divine feminine and uplift our
frequency

18th July - Arrivals 

Day 1 



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ Rennes-Les-Bains ⚚ Throne of Isis ⚚ Love Fountain

⚚ La Fountain des Amours - The Fountain of Love is a huge
natural terraced lakes linked together by waterfalls. Many
believe that Mary Magdalene baptized the local initiates into
faith here. 

⚚ The Throne of Isis - ‘Le fauteuil de diable’ is an ancient
stone seat embedded in the earth with many engravings. The
throne of Isis is reputed to be an initiatory seat of Power for
the Mystery School of Isis.
 Just some feet away, another initiation awaits on the lesser

known ‘Chair of Osiris’

⚚ Mary Magdalene Transmission 
⚚ Isis & Osiris Initiation

19th July - Rennes-les-bains
 Rennes-Les-Bains is a tiny town

nestled in the Valley of the river “La
Sals”. It is famous for its natural hot
springs and thermal baths used by the
wealthy Romans. The water is said to
be healing and cure certain physical
ailments. The little village is officially
marked on The Rose Line (Paris
Meridian), a time/energy line that runs
through Paris, all the way down to the
region’s holy mountain, Mt Bugarach. It
is know for the unbundant holy water
and the area has inter-dimensional
portals. The area is aid to hold Venus´s
energy and Mary Magdalene and Jesus
lived here.

Day 2



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ Mount Bugarach ⚚ Le pont Romain ⚚ Cascade des
Mathieux

⚚ Mount Bugarach - Bugarach is a mystery location that is
called the sacred Mountain. It is a Stargate to other dimensions
and it´s inner caves are a passage to inner earth. Some legends
say that Mary Magdalene grieved the death of Jeshua under this
mountain.

⚚ Le pont Romain and Cascade des Mathieux are two other
sacred places just at the foot of Mt. Bugarach.

19th July - Mount Bugarach

Day 2



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ The site of the Gorges de Galamus, was probably the first
inhabited place of Saint-Paul de Fenouillet. This natural site
owes part of its fame to the sanctuary nestled in the rock,
right on the cliff. During the Middle Ages, isolated hermits
from all over the area began to settle here.

⚚ This place is very connected to the Druid Merlin, the
magician and the white light.
We will enjoy after our visit at the sanctuary a cold bath in the
water basins and perform a sacred water ceremony, connect
to the water spirits and mermaid lineage of Priestesses.

⚚ The golden white Light - Merlin Transmission

20th July - Gorge de Galamus

Day 3 



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ The castle of Montségur was the last
stronghold of the Cathars. It is located on a very high hill and
became a refuge for Cathars when the catholic church
declared them heretics. This is a place of deep surrender. 
⚚ Healing and releasing of Past Life Memories.

⚚ The fascinating Grotte de Lombrives is a spectacular
place of legends and history. Reaching back in time to
protohistory, prehistoric Magdalenian people, sepulchre for
Bronze Age man, a sacred place for the Cathar, refuge for the
Protestants & visited by kings. Grotte de Lombrives has always
fascinated humankind, evidenced by thousands of signatures
and enigmatic symbols on the cave walls.

⚚ Returning to the divine feminine principles
Initiation into the Rose Lineage, the Marys
& the Priestesshood

21th July - Castle of Montségur

Day 4 



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

⚚ Tower of Magdalena (Ancient Isis Temple)
⚚ Magdalene Cave (Venus Temple) - the feminine, the
masculine, and the star cave.

⚚ The entire area of Rennes-le-Chateau is said to be a telluric
point that was used for religious purposes. 
The characteristics of an area of high telluric activity are present
in the physical characteristics of underground water, many
minerals, radioactivity, the odd appearance of rocking stones, and
other signs. 

⚚ One of the best secrets in southern France is the cave of Mary
Magdalene, within the natural pentagram, the Venus temple.
Local legends say the Essenes and the holy Family once lived here.
The Magdalene energy is strong here. It is believed that she
walked and taught in the area. 

⚚ Venus Initiation & Mary Magdalene
Transmission - the golden pink Ray of Light

22th July - Rennes-le-Château

Day 5

⚚ Rennes-le-Château

⚚ 2.000 years ago, this ancient
hill of Rennes-le-Château was
known as Redhae, land of the
Goddess. It is the site of one of
the greatest legends that have
been inspiring many for decades.
Some believe that Mary
Magdalene and her family and
protectors, resided in the area. It
is said that the Knights Templar
used to live in the area. 



18 July Arrival at Toulouse Airport Arrival at Centre Harmonia Dinner
Opening Circle in the evening We will prepare ourselves energetically

for the upcoming days, tuning into the

Breakfast

⚚ Jeshua Transmission - the Union within

⚚ Closing Ceremony & Circle & Integration Ritual

Lunch 

2pm closing & departures to Airport/train

23th July - Closing & departure

Day 6 

Note about the program :

The time schedule is subject to adjustments & changes
depending on the channeling of Annette, the group needs and
what kind of information the Ancestors of the land will give us! 



A wonderful, nurturing and lovingly decorated place
awaits you in the south of France. The Centre Harmonia
offers different cosy accomodations facilities on a magic
land with meadows, orchards, forests and rivers.

The place is beautifully situated in Rennes-les-Bains
between the mediterranean sea, the UNESCO cultural
heritage Carcassone, the magic mountain of Burgarach,
and the beautiful Gorges de Galamus. The energy is
velvety, heart-opening, nurturing and warm.
The hosting team cares about the creation of a
harmonious and healthy world by promoting well-being,
art, nature, rejuvenation, philosophy, peace and beauty in
all its forms. 

Centre Harmonia

Contact: 
Claire +33 7 69 63 23 48

centreharmoniarlb@gmail.com



Your facilitator

Annette Assmy is a creative soul, a Mistress of Ceremonies and
she is walking the path of an Earthkeeper. She learned from The
Four Winds Society, by Dr. Alberto Villoldo and she is certified in
Luminous Healing and Energy Medicine. She also is learned
directly from the peruvian shamans, so called Paqos at the
Serena Anchanchu School. She is initiated by them as a Pampa
Mesayok. She is a Oracle, a Cacao Guardian, a Dream Teacher
and a spiritual Seeker. She leads trips to Glastonbury, South of
France and has been holding trainings, workshops and
ceremonies for 13 years.

Learn more about Annette
background and teachings



special Guest

Alain Besson is our Host at Centre Harmonia.
He will guide us to a sacred and special place in nature. In contact
with the great book of living nature, we enter another world - the
wonderful world of sacred places where animals, plants and
minerals reveal their extraordinary teachings.
Since the age of 5, Alain has been taught by several shamans,
druids and spiritual masters. He is currently a member of the circle
of ancestral traditions and a regular speaker at major shamanic
festivals.



This price includes seminar fees, accommodation of your
choice and half board for the food ( breakfast +  lunch picnic

+ Dinner )

Accommodations :
977 Euro per person in triple room (Cosy Dom)

932 Euro per person in quatruble room (Sacred Dôme)
You choose!

Arrival information with plane :
Airport Toulouse (1 h 45 by car ) or Carcassone (45min by car) 

Transportation :
Price does not include transportation !

We will need to rent cars or drivers and share the costs of rental,
gasoline and insurance. 

It would be necessary that people rent together a rental
car or bring their own car! The price may vary between 100-180€  
per person, depending on the size of the group and the current

costs for everything.

Prices



For more informations & Registration :
Annette Assmy +4917661315306 or

@chaskawisdom


